The committee welcomed Ion Buga who is replacing Atty Garfinkel as the student representative.

SE:
- The results from the Governance Survey were distributed and the committee was asked to review results and offer feedback at the next BPAP meeting.
- BP 3555 Smoke-Free Workplace Policy – Brought to committee because complaints have been made that it doesn’t have enough teeth. Ignored by many. SE will take concerns to Joe Sullivan & Erik Fricke.
- AP 6900 Bookstore – asks that the committee read before next BPAP meeting. IA will take it to consultation groups for information. Possibly renumber as AP 5070. AP to be split in BP/AP.

AC:
- Presented amended AP Academic renewal as received from Academic Senate. Additional non-substantive modifications discussed and agreed upon. AC will send modified AP to JC who will send to Andreea to be added to Board Study Session (BSS) agenda. Committee stressed need for prompt referral to Board Study as this will affect students this semester.
- To be renumbered as AP 5046. Current BP/AP 5046 will be renumbered to BP/AP 5049
- Catalog Rights was numbered as BP/AP 5143 and will be sent to be added to the next BSS.
- Dual enrollment was not discussed.

The next meeting: Friday, October 29, 2010 @ 9:00 – 10:30 am, SS240E (confirmed). If you have items you would like to add to the agenda please send to Jodie Crawford, crawford@sbcc.edu